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ABSTRACT Internet of Things allow massive number of uniquely addressable “things” to communicate with each other and transfer data over existing internet or compatible network protocols. This paper proposes a new concept which tackles the issues for supporting control and monitoring activities at deployment sites and industrial automations, where intelligent things can monitor peripheral events, induce sensor data acquired from a variety of sources, use ad hoc, local, and distributed “machine intelligence” to determine appropriate course of actions, and then act to control or disseminate static or dynamic position aware robotic things in the physical world through a seamless manner by providing a means for utilizing them as Internet of robotic things (IoRT). Although progressive advancements can be seen in multi-robotic systems, robots are constantly getting enriched by easier developmental functionalities, such vertical robotic service centric silos are not enough for continuously and seamlessly supporting for which they are meant. In this paper, a novel concept—IoRT is presented that highlights architectural principles, vital characteristics, as well as research challenges. The aim of this paper is to provide a better understanding of the architectural assimilation of IoRT and identify important research directions on this term.

INDEX TERMS Internet of things, IoRT, robotics, cloud.

I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic system has brought tremendous changes in various socio-economical aspects of human society during the past decades [1]. Per Guoqiang et al., industrial robot manipulators have been widely deployed and used in all sorts of industries to perform repetitive, tedious, critical, and/or dangerous tasks, such as product assembly, car painting, box packaging, and shield welding. These preprogrammed robots have always been very successful at their accomplishments in several structured industrial applications due to their high accuracy, precision, endurance, and speed. Robotic technologies have been integrated with existing network technologies to extend the range of functional values of these robots when deployed in unstructured environments while fostering the emergence of networked robotics during 90’s [2].

IEEE Society of Robotics and Automation’s Technical Committee on Networked Robots has defined the networked robotic system as a collection of robotic devices that are connected via wired and/or wireless communication network [3]. Networked robotic applications can be classified as either teleoperated robots i.e., remotely positioned robots controlled by the commands sent by human operator via the communication network, or multi-robot system which is a group of networked robots placed in a distributed fashion to perform the given task by exchanging sensing data and information via the communication network by self-cooperative manner. The “Mars Rover” sent to the Mars for exploration is a kind of former type where as Soccer playing robots are example of latter case. Networked robotics suffer from inherent physical constraints such as, low speed on-board instruction execution, small size of memory, network latency, variable quality of service, downtime, and lack of intelligence.

The limitations have motivated the researchers to think of new form of efficient robotic systems i.e., “Cloud Robotics”. Cloud robotics may be described as a system that relies on the “Cloud Computing” [4] infrastructure to access vast amount of processing power and data to support its operation [5]. That means not all sensing, computation, and memory is integrated into a single standalone system as it was in case of networked robotics. Cloud Robotic systems often include some portion of its capacity for local processing for low-latency responses when network access is unavailable or unreliable i.e., offline. One example of Cloud Robotics is the Google self-driving car that indexes the Google maps, images, and other relevant information, collected by the satellites and the crowd sourced Clouds to facilitate accurate localization. Although, Cloud Robotics is benefited from big data analytics, cloud
computing, human computation, and collaborative robot learning, it suffers from various issues such as interoperability, heterogeneity, time-varying network latency, security, multi-robot management, common infrastructure design, Quality-of-Service (QoS), and standardization [5], [6]. Due to the IoRT’s inherent virtues of qualitative handling of mentioned issues, it is envisaged that it will overcome these constraints, leading to more intelligent, collaborative, heterogeneous, efficient, self adaptive, context aware, and yet cheaper robotic networks.

This article describes Internet of Robotic Things architecture, key concepts, characteristics, and some of the technical challenges. The main aim is (1) to provide a better understanding of the architectural design challenges of IoRT, (2) validation of the proposed concept, and (3) identify important research directions in this fascinating topic.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II describes an overview of Internet of Robotic Things in terms of IoT, including its novel definition. Section III presents the key architecture of IoRT. The feasibility issues of the Internet of Robotic Things are detailed in Section IV. Section V presents the research challenges associated with Internet of Robotic Things. This paper concludes in Section VI.

II. OVERVIEW OF INTERNET OF ROBOTIC THINGS
This section presents a general overview of Internet of Robotic Things. First, concept behind Internet of Things is presented. Later, Cloud Robotics is merged with IoT as Internet of Robotic Things including its novel definition.

A. DEFINITIONS
The main idea behind the Internet of Things or IoT is not a new one. The idea of IoT was conceived by Mark Weiser in his Scientific American article on ubiquitous computing called “The Computer for the 21st Century”. Later, in the year of 1999, Internet of Things term was coined by Kevin Ashton, the then executive director of the Auto-ID Center. As per Giusto et al., IoT combines people, process, device and technology with sensors and actuators. This overall integration of IoT with human being in respect to communications, collaboration and technical analytics enables to pursue real-time decision. The concept behind this idea is the ubiquitous presence around human being and its socio-economical culture with a variety of smart objects enabled by radio tags, sensors, actuators, smart devices which are disseminated through unique addressing schemes, secure communication channels and standardized architectural frameworks that perform interaction and bridges the cooperation with their neighbors to reach specific goals [7]. Smith [8] describes IoT as a dynamic global network infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities based on standard and interoperable communication protocols where physical and virtual “things” have identities, physical attributes, and virtual personalities and use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly integrated into the information network; often communicate data associate with users and their environments. In this paper, we adopt the definition of Internet of Things provided by The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [9], as it covers, in my opinion, all the essential aspects of Internet of Things:

1) ITU DEFINITION FOR IoT
A global infrastructure for the information society enabling advanced services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on, existing and evolving, interoperable information and communication technologies.

The main reason for the existence of different perceptions, understandings, and definitions of Internet of Things is that Internet of Things, unlike other technical terms, is not a new concept, but rather a new representation of emerging business operations model that brings together a group of available stack of technologies to run business in connected and integrated way. Indeed, most of the technologies used by Internet of Things, such as device identification and heterogeneity, are not new. Instead, Internet of Things leverages these technologies to meet the social, technological, political, and economic requirements of today’s societal demand for information technology.

Internet of Robotic Things being a novel concept requires to be defined. Unfortunately, no literature yet has described this term. Here, I propose to merge the IoT and Robotics, especially Cloud Robotics altogether, as IoRT be advanced version of Cloud Robotics.

What is Cloud Robotics? According to the description given by RoboEarth [10], [67], Cloud Robotics may be seen as emerging field of robotics that is rooted in the cloud computing, cloud storage, and other existing Internet technologies, centered around the earned benefits of the converged cloud infrastructure and shared services that allows robots to take benefit from the powerful computational, storage, and communications resources of modern data centers attached with the clouds, while removing overheads for tasks such as, maintenance and updates, and enhancing independence on the custom middleware platforms, entailing additional power requirements which may reduce the operating duration and constrain robot mobility and increase operation costs by covering cloud data transfer rates to offload tasks without hard real time requirements.

Now, we can proceed for defining Internet of Robotic Things by covering the definition of IoT and Cloud Robotics as presented below.

2) INTERNET OF ROBOTIC THINGS DEFINITION
A global infrastructure for the information society enabling advanced robotic services by interconnecting robotic things based on, existing and evolving, interoperable information and communication technologies where cloud computing, cloud storage, and other existing Internet technologies are centered around the benefits of the converged cloud infrastructure and shared services that allows robots to take benefit from the powerful computational, storage, and communications resources of modern data centers attached with the clouds, while removing overheads for maintenance and
updates, and enhancing independence on the custom cloud based middleware platforms, entailing additional power requirements which may reduce the operating duration and constrain robot mobility by covering cloud data transfer rates to offload tasks without hard real time requirements.

In summary, Internet of Robotic Things is envisaged to be positioned on top of the Cloud Robotics paradigm, while leveraging certain aspects of Cloud computing such as virtualization technology, and three service models (i.e., software, platform and infrastructure), while utilizing IoT and its enabling technologies to empower tremendous flexibility in designing and implementing of new applications for networked robotics to achieve the goal of provisioning distributed computing resources as a core utility. It shares certain aspects with Cloud Robotics and Internet of Things but differs from them in other aspects. Therefore, it offers unique benefits and imposes distinctive challenges to meet its requirements.

III. INTERNET OF ROBOTIC THINGS ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of Internet of Robotic Things can be divided into 5 layers such as: (1) the hardware/robotic things layer, (2) the network layer, (3) the internet layer, (4) infrastructure layer, and (5) the application layer, as shown in Fig. 1. Each of these is described in following section.

A. THE HARDWARE LAYER

This is the bottom most layer comprising of various robots and things such as vehicles, sensors, smart phone, defense equipments, under water equipments, weather sensors, personal equipments, home appliances, and industrial sensors. Technically speaking, physical things (real-life components) do cover up this layer of abstraction to leverage information about its periphery to the above layer i.e., the network layer.

B. THE NETWORK LAYER

Several types of network connectivity options are provided into this second bottom most layer. Cellular connectivity such as 3G [11] and LTE/4G [12] are enabled herewith. Few short-range communication technologies, such as WiFi [13], Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [14], LoWPAN [15], BroadBand Global Area Network (BGAN) [16], and Near Field Communication (NFC) [17] are included for facilitating seamless connectivity between near by robotic things to each other. Medium-Long range communication technologies such as, Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) [18], Z-Wave [19], ZigBee [20], and Low Power Wide Area Network (LoRA) [21] have been incorporated for smooth conduct of information transmission among the robotic network infrastructure positioned in longer distance.

C. THE INTERNET LAYER

Internet connectivity is the central part of the whole communication in the IoRT architecture. Due to its own virtue, IoT specific communication protocols have been selectively added into this layer for energy efficient, resource constraint and light weight information processing in robotic systems. MQTT [22], CoAP [23], XMPP [24], IPv6 [25], UDP [26], uIP [27], DTLS [28], AMQP [29], LLAP [30], and DDS [31] protocols pave the following tasks respectively: publish/subscribe messaging, multicast support, real-time instant messaging, packet switched networking, alternative to TCP, disseminating of networked embed system, providing privacy to datagram protocol, message queuing for middleware environment, lightweight local automation, and directly addressing publish/subscribe based communication for real-time embedded systems.

D. THE INFRASTRUCTURE LAYER

IoT based robotic cloud stack revamps this part of architecture to be the most valuable (service centric approaches of cloud, middleware, business process, and big data altogether) layer of all. Truly speaking, this layer is conglomerate of 5 different but related compositions such as, robotic cloud platform, M2M2A cloud platform support, IoT business cloud services, Big Data services, and IoT cloud robotics infrastructure. Let discuss each as below:

Robotic platform support provides robot specific service technologies such as, RT (Robot Technology) middleware [32], Robot Operating System (ROS) [33], Robot Service Network Protocol (RSNP) [34], Open Robot/Resource interface for the Network (ORiN) [35], CANOpen [36], and open source ubiquitous network robot platform (UNR-PF) [37] etc.

M2M2A cloud platform is envisaged for Machine-to-Machine-to-Actuator paradigm which is suitable for the advanced robot which I predict to be a critical machine that shall contribute in IoRT system. Machine-to-Machine (M2M) system may regarded as collection of multiple machines connected to a network that exchange information without human intervention while providing automated optimum control. M2M2A [38] system is meant for leveraging practical solutions, where various sensors and robotic technologies shall be combined to combine the real and virtual world together. In such kind of solutions, visualized information services generated by the sensors are inter-linked among them selves while formulating respective chain of actions/reactions made to be performed by the robots. Out of many, data collection, analysis, device management, map cum weather data coordination and sensor data accumulation are of most importance.

IoT Business Cloud Services are purely abstracted for manifestation of business specific services for the IoT robotic systems. Here, various business transactions and activities are designed to be served by SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS cloud service models. Modular as well as packed business oriented APIs do ease the performance of e-commerce related operations. At the same time, it performs resource definition, abstraction, optimization, and orchestration of external ecosystem. In short, business clouds do serve the IoRT by allowing organizations and manufacturers of robotic systems to reduce their
overhead of operational (business related) activities through a common layered approach where all sorts of necessary supports are provided.

**IoT Cloud Robotics Infrastructures** is solely included for services. Here regarding this topic, we should have basic idea about IoT cloud. IoT cloud may be described as:

> "a model designed to facilitate the information society, enabling advanced services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on, existing and evolving, interoperable information and communication technologies through enablment of ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources"
(e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction that lever-age the need and heterogeneous connectivity issues of the user centric things in well defined fashion” [39].

In such scenario, IoT cloud enables robotic systems to be empowered with several services of which few have been presented such as, image processing, video processing, location identification, communication control, coordinating with SNS, robotic behavior scenarios, and UI control as special attention. The described terms are self explanatory as shown in Fig. 1, hence we shall not go into detail of each.

E. THE APPLICATION LAYER
This is the top most layer of IoRT architecture which is designed to disseminate the user experience through exploring the presented sample of applications that can be performed over using robotics. Robots bound with IoT can take active participation while solving numerous problem fields such as heath care, infrastructural maintenance, EC sites, departmental stores, life critical situations, data centers, business shows, WSDL [40] interface, and many more. The possibilities are countless and ever growing, hence its importance and existence.

IV. FEASIBILITY OF THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
This paper may not be concluded without answering this important question: are existing technologies mature enough to let Internet of Robotic Things born?

While answering this question, let us first present the core characteristics (see Section IV.A) of IoRT architecture which is followed by the features of the most diffused robots (robotic system) (see Section IV.B), then IoT processing units (see Section IV.C), and cloud robotics platforms (see Section IV.D) in what follows a use-case scenario, in which IoT and robotics are jointly adopted to manage enhanced services in day-to-day human lifestyle.

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF IoRT ARCHITECTURE
Internet of Robotic Things provides several salient features that are different from traditional robotics services such as cloud robotics and networked robotics, which are summarized as below:

1) COMPOSABILITY
Since the proposed IoRT architecture uses Web Service Description Language (WSDL) interface, it strives to standardize several communication interfaces deployed for the IoRT architecture. WSDL is included to facilitate the overall communication between the individual robots (or robotic systems) and with the other segments of the IoRT. Service directory shall store the information of all the deployed services (coarse and granular) for robotic systems. All the services are published as a web services thus make IoRT easier to compose the complex applications by using basic web based components [41].

2) CONTEXT AWARENESS
Based on the sensed information about the physical and environmental parameters, the sensor nodes attached with IoRT ecosystem gain knowledge about the surrounding context. The decisions that the robotic systems take thereafter are context-aware.

3) VIRTUALIZED DIVERSIFICATION
The proposed IoRT architecture uses a dedicated infrastructure component comprising location identification based mapping layer responsible for mapping virtual robot objects to physical robots. Thus, end user i.e., business, manufacturer, or person only requests desired services without consideration of what actual physical robots are assigned for their requirements. The proposed IoRT architecture would support and validate the heterogeneous robotics where each individual robot (or robotic system) might have completely different hardware architecture and software. For example, some of the deployed robots could be servicing in hospitals, some others in restaurants, few for entertainment purpose, and some as robot-cops or in rescue operations etc. Hence, the IoRT architecture is truly virtualized and diversified by its characteristic.

4) EXTENSIBILITY
The way complete IoRT architecture is designed it would devise the extension of existing robotic services either by adding new forms of robots i.e., drone, butler-robot etc., in M2M2A cloud unit or by updating new services in the IoRT enabled system and which would be easily published as well as subscribed through the developed web interface.

5) INTEROPERABILITY
IoT devices may support several interoperable communication protocols be in internet related or service related, and can communicate with other devices of different genre and with the infrastructure. Hence, the IoRT is interoperable by its own virtue.

6) DYNAMIC AND SELF-ADAPTIVE
IoT devices and systems should have the capability to dynamically adapt with the changing contexts and take actions based on their operating conditions, robot’s context, or sensed environment. For example, consider a surveillance system comprising of several automatic surveillance cameras i.e., auto bots. The auto bots can adapt their modes (to normal or infrared night modes) based on whether it is day or night. Auto bots could switch from lower resolution to higher resolution modes when any motion is detected and alert nearby auto bots or other robotic systems to do the similar task. In this example, the auto bots are adapting themselves based on the context and changing (e.g., dynamic) conditions [42].
7) Geo-DISTRIBUTION AND UBIQUITOUS NETWORK ACCESS

Clouds are generally accessible through the Internet and use the Internet as a service delivery network. Hence any device with Internet connectivity, be it a robotic system, mobile phone, a PDA or any other equipment, can access the distributed cloud services. Additionally, to achieve high network performance and localization, many of today’s robots consist of cloud enabled data centers located at many distant geographic locations around the globe. A service provider can easily leverage geo-diversity to achieve maximum service utility [4]. This makes IoRT a geo-distributed ubiquitous network enabler.

B. SUITABLE EXISTING ROBOTS FOR IoRT ARCHITECTURE

Generally, robotics is classified into two categories: Service Robotics and Field Robotics [43]. Service Robotics stands for Humanoid and Domestic robots that execute human oriented supportive tasks. Example includes domestic, office work, personal mobility assistants, room cleaning, and delivery etc. On the other hand, the Field Robotics identifies the robots that work in unconstrained and unstructured environments; especially in outdoors. Field robots may be further classified as three sub categories such as, Aerial, Marine, and Ground robots. These types of robots do pave wide range of operational and environmental conditions. Grieco et al., [44] lists different genre of robots as shown in Table I. Table I presents most important and relevant commercialized products belonging to both the Service Robotics and the Field Robotics categories that can be used in conjugation with IoRT. The table is arranged per the type, model, description, and respective application. A “X” mark is assigned on appropriate application per robotic behavior. The detailed information can be obtained from the datasheets for which references are provided beside each.

Additional equipment such as sensors, RFID, pose estimation, meteorological, and cameras could also be adopted with the above-mentioned robots to gather further information from the environment, such as position, presence of obstacles, humans, environment, and objects (see Table II) [44].

C. IoT PROCESSING DEVICES

Talking about IoT, we should know about the basic building blocks of IoT as shown in Fig. 2. As mentioned by Ray [54], in his mention of relevance of IoT towards smart agriculture, he has cited the fact that IoT is comprised of 5 fundamental building blocks such as, physical layer, link layer, internet layer, transport layer, and applications layer [41]. IoT related
TABLE 2. Available robotic equipment envisaged for IoRT architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D laser range finder</td>
<td>Hokuyo Scanning range finder</td>
<td>Environment recognition, detection of human body size and position, identification of invaders and obstacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SICK Laser LMS-2xx</td>
<td>Area monitoring, identification, classification, and control of size, nature and position of objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D sensors</td>
<td>Mesa Imaging SwissRanger</td>
<td>Real-time generation of high quality 3D images through the time-of-flight distance measurement principle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microsoft Kinect</td>
<td>Identification of people motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forecast 3D Laser</td>
<td>Detection and avoidance of obstacles during navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameras</td>
<td>Forecast 3D Laser</td>
<td>Capture and processing of stereoscopic images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>RFID UHF RFID Reader</td>
<td>Identification of objects and people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pose estimation</td>
<td>Applanix POS-LV imu/GPS interface</td>
<td>Measurement of position and pose, even under the most difficult GPS conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIDAR</td>
<td>RPLIDAR A2 360° Laser Scanner</td>
<td>Measurement of target distance by illuminating a laser light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 2. Protocol stacks of IoT.

communication technologies that includes protocols, cloud services, and management issues are already presented in IoRT architecture (see Section III B, C, and D). Here, this sub section would point out the appropriate devices (processing modules) that are most suitable for integration of IoT with robotics.

Table III presents various IoT enabled processing units such as, Arduino Uno, Arduino Yun, Intel Galileo Gen 2, Intel Edison, Beagle Bone Black, Electric Imp 003 Raspberry Pi B+, ARM mbed NXP LPC1768, and TelosB. These units have been categorized based on parameters like GPU, clock speed, operating voltage, flash memory, system memory, development environments, programming languages, I/O connectivity, processor type, and bus width. These processing units are most suitable for development of IoRT supported robots as these units are of handling resource constrained environments with ease of seamless heterogeneous connectivity as required for IoT.

D. CLOUD BASED ROBOTICS PLATFORMS

When talk about IoT enabled robotics, cloud platforms play a vital role necessitate data centric, machine centric, environment centric, and system centric meaningful information in a hassle-free condition where maximum portion of computation, communication, and decision making activities are leveraged. Recent development in cloud computing has helps to originate a few cloud-based robotic platforms in the global market. The existence of such robotic platforms gives value wings to the proposed IoRT architectural aspects to become reality in coming years. In this sub section I will elaborate their characteristics in a precise manner. Table IV presents various cloud robotic platforms being used for actual and research purposes. Indeed, most of the platforms support follow Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model, whereas only Artoo and FIWARE prescribe Platform-as-a-Service. From the information, we can say that most of cloud enabled robotics platforms are still in nascent phase. Rapyuta, FIWARE, and Artoo look promising to go far in the field of IoT and associated domains, whereas others are still striving to reach this goal but it is predicted that IoT shall be incorporated with the rest platforms as a crucial development component.

The section presents that essential components including, advanced robotic systems, additional sensor/actuator based devices, resource constrained but appropriate processing units, and existing cloud supported robotic platforms, may be accumulated to develop the Internet of Robotics Things. As Internet of Things and cloud assisted robotics establishes the foundation of Internet of Robotics Things, it is predicted that Internet of Robotics Things shall arise in a novel formation of robotic world. As of others, the proposed architecture of Internet of Robotics Things is no longer void of worries. The important challenges that may resist its path to grow are elaborated in the next section (see Section V).

V. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Being a novel area, the research on Internet of Robotic Things is in its preliminary stage. Many issues are to be fully addressed by the scientific communities. This section describes some of the challenging research issues in IoRT which will be followed by few future applications.

A. COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEM

One of the key benefits of IoRT is the capability of shared-offloading of computationally intensive tasks to the IoT cloud
for execution. However, the decision to shared-offloading of a specific task requires a more stringent and unified architectural framework that can handle a collection of complex issues. To solve this problem, firstly, shared-pool of robotic and allied resources shall be leveraged together where novel shared-offloading strategy should consider various factors such as large amount of data exchanged due to huge number of robotic systems in IoT paradigm, and the real-time delay deadline to complete the selected tasks in order. Secondly, the IoRT should be capable enough to take decide whether it is more advantageous to execute the tasks within the IoRT or not. Finally, given a pool of IoT cloud resources spread across geographically different data centers, it is a difficult challenge to allocate and assign the virtual machines optimally to execute the shared-offloaded tasks while managing the real-time VM migrations among the IoT cloud platforms.

**B. OPTIMIZATION**

Computational challenge would get worse if we do not consider optimization. Normally, the processing of task through offloading is decided among three execution strategies, including: standalone computation by individual robotic system, collaborative computation by group of robotic system connected through a network, and cloud computation [2]. Sometimes, a hybrid cloud model includes partial computation taking all these strategies together. I advocate for developing of an IoRT based optimization framework that shall involve all computation modes along with available communication technologies and pre-set computation costs included, so as IoRT shall find the optimal computation strategy. Ordinarily, the optimal strategy should take into consideration the time-varying nature and IoT protocol introduced latency of the M2M2A communication network. It is advised to communicate minimal amount of data as possible, through it depends on the application scenario. It shall be of interest to investigate what type of information in which amount and what speed should be stored in IoT cloud. This obviously points our interest towards the Big Data problem which should in this case be well suited.

**C. SECURITY ISSUES**

Security and trust are the major issues in robotics. Especially, when it is the case of IoRT where cloud involvement is a must we shall face two major security challenges.
TABLE 4. Emerging cloud based robotics platforms evaluated for conglomeration with IoRT architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Robotic Platforms</th>
<th>Cloud Type</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Implementation Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAVinCi [55]</td>
<td>Software-as-a-Service</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Provides the scalability and parallelism advantages of cloud computing for service robots in large environments as well as share data co-operatively across the robotic ecosystem.</td>
<td>Hadoop cluster, ROS, WiFi, ZigBee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rospecx [56]</td>
<td>Software-as-a-Service</td>
<td>Research/</td>
<td>Designed for multilingual spoken dialogues with robots can be used without payment or authentication.</td>
<td>HTML5, JSON [65], Smart Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRALA [57]</td>
<td>Software-as-a-Service</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Provides a domain-specific architecture description language for architecture-centric Cloud robotics, by showing an linkage between architectural descriptions with cloud deployments.</td>
<td>Eclipse modeling Framework (EMF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot Web Tools [58]</td>
<td>Software-as-a-Service</td>
<td>Research/</td>
<td>Enables interoperability and portability across heterogeneous robot systems, devices, and front-end user interfaces. It is meant for messaging ROS topics in a client-server paradigm suitable for WAN, and web based human-robot interaction.</td>
<td>Rosbridge protocol, ROS, JSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORE [59]</td>
<td>Software-as-a-Service</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>It is a cloud-based object recognition engine for robotics. It provides access to large-scale datasets for training machine learning classifiers, offers the capability to load different feature detector and classifier combinations, and intelligently throttles sensor data within a robotic network.</td>
<td>CloudLab [60], ROS, TCP, UDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNRP-F [61]</td>
<td>Software-as-a-Service</td>
<td>Research/</td>
<td>Enables robots and sensors to contribute their abstracted functions to a pool on cloud robotics where applications can access diverse resources through APIs to build device-independent, multi-area ubiquitous services for supporting daily activities, especially of the elderly and disabled.</td>
<td>Robotic Interaction Service (RoIS) Framework [62], C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOBOT [63]</td>
<td>Software-as-a-Service</td>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>Provides a framework for robotics, physical computing, and the Internet of Things in form of device drivers and adapters for controlling a wide variety of robots, a software abstraction, and external control interface for individual or groups on a shared network.</td>
<td>Go [64], JSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapyuta [66]</td>
<td>Platform-as-a-Service</td>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>Provides a secured computing environment to the robots enabling them to move their heavy computation into the cloud. It also provides a high bandwidth connectivity to the RoboEarth [67] knowledge repository.</td>
<td>Linux Containers [68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIWARE [69]</td>
<td>Platform-as-a-Service</td>
<td>Research/</td>
<td>Provides context broking services to publish/subscribe the connected robot’s data to other robots by using FIWARE [70]. Openstack Swift [71] and other enables.</td>
<td>Openstack Swift [71] and other enables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art0 [72]</td>
<td>Platform-as-a-Service</td>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>It is a micro-framework for robotics implemented using Ruby. It provides Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for robotics and physical computing for various IoT enabled devices.</td>
<td>Ruby [73]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firstly, the IoRT-VM environment should be trust-worthy. Otherwise, a malicious IoRT-VM can easily sabotage a crucial task without the intervention of actual robot. For example, in military applications, the IoRT enabled robotic things have to be capable enough to identify the trust-worthy IoRT-VM infrastructure out of many so that they can connect to the respected infrastructure and avoid the known malicious IoRT-VM infrastructure. Trust establishment, trust measurement, and reputation based trust; these three approaches can be adopted to tackle this problem. Secondly, the future robotic systems shall need to trust to initiate computational task on IoRT based clouds where the cloud should be in position so that verification can be done by the owner or controller of that robotic system. Here, we must ensure that there is no malicious code running behind these delegated tasks. At the same time, confidential data may be permanently stored in the IoT enabled cloud servers, while cloning the logical shadow of data to private cloud servers. Hence, rigid methodologies are needed to protect integrity, trust, and confidentiality to secure IoRT data.

D. ETHICAL ISSUES

This is another key issue where robotics is striving to bet through since its inception. Robotics should be governed by the three famous laws given by Sir Isaac Asimov. The law states that:

“A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. A robot must obey orders given it by human beings except where such orders would conflict with the First Law. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or Second Law” [74].

Recent development in the field of the Affective Computing [75] – which is about fostering emotional attachment among human and robotic systems through intervening of the design and development of the “emotional robots”
e.g., “Pepper” [77] – is gradually advancing to such a point of interaction where artificial software agents or “bots” and the similar ones, are going to pave those emotional relationships into reality [76].

As we know that “Chatter bots” [78] do engage its people active in online-chats very often to solicit the persons’ personal information. In such circumstances, ethics becomes important not only for the robotic things but also the robot manufacturer, owner, user, and the government. Effective policies should be devised by the country heads around the globe so that misuse of robotic things may be minimized. As IoRT does not comprise of ethical implications, it should be the challenge for the relevant society to come up with novel practices in near future.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed an IoT based robotics architectural concept – Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT), as an advancement of current cloud networked robots. Internet of Robotic Things allows robots or robotic systems to connect, share, and disseminate the distributed computation resources, business activities, context information, and environmental data with each other, and to access novel knowledge and specialized skills not learned by them selves, all under a hood of sophisticated architectural framework. This opens a new horizon in the domain of connected robotics that we believe shall lead to fascinating futuristic developments. It indeed allows adapting into connected ecosystem where resource constraint deployment of inexpensive robots shall be leveraged by heterogeneous technologies, be it, communications network, processing units, different genre of devices, or clouds services. Enormous developments could be foreseen to get benefited from the IoRT approach such, SLAM, grasping, navigation, and many more that are beyond the discussion. In this paper, a novel Internet of Robotic Things architecture is proposed considering conjugation between recently grown IoT and robotics together. Feasibility of the proposed architecture has been validated by showing the presence or possibilities of emergence of few components, including existing robotic systems, their peripheral devices, IoT processing units, and cloud enabled robotic platforms. Key characteristics are also elaborated. Research challenges are presented in precise manner so that enthusiasts can get involved into this novel concept in near future.
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